
Is there any need to 
build on Green Belt?

The evidence..

in and around Coventry



Coventry Overspill

�Coventry Council claims it needs 42000 new 
homes and it can’t fit them within the city. 

�Is this credible?



What ONS Says



Is it credible?

that Coventry is growing.…

�twice as fast as Rugby or Birmingham, 
�Three times as fast as Solihull or Warwick
�Four times as fast as Stratford?



3 Sources of Error

Extra People, wrongly 
added to population 

growth, 2011-31

Inflated Birth Rates 20,000

Specific ONS errors in 
Coventry

25,000

International Students 75,000



Bending the Numbers

�Not long ago, the Council said they only needed 
10-12,000 new homes, for the same time period

�Birth rates been inflated  and death rates 
suppressed

�Over 20 years this adds 20,000 phantom 
people.

Actual ONS/NHS figures GL Hearn Projections. 
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18

Births 4728 4599 4513 4517 4531 5318 5379 5433 5533
Deaths 2650 2727 2584 2799 2712 2514 2497 2495 2487

2078 1872 1929 1930 1931 2804 2882 2938 3045
ONS report births and deaths by calendar years GL Hearn project births and deaths by financial? years.  

Natural 
change



ONS has trouble in Coventry

�In a 2012 ONS Research paper*, they found  
their Coventry projections were much too large. 

�Between the 2001 and 2011, their estimate of 
population was 12,500 too big

�Over 20 years, this would add a further 25,000 
ghosts to the population numbers.   

*Examining the difference between the rolled-forward mid-2011
population estimates and the 2011 Census-based MYEs at local
authority level  see fig 4.3.1   



What’s going on? 

Net growth is all international migrants. 



International Students 1

�After London, Coventry has more international 
students than any other UK city.

�The government claims very large numbers stay on 
after graduation – 90,000 per yr. 

�The only tool the ONS has to count them in and out of 
the country, is the International Passenger Survey

�MPs said it’s “little better than a best guess”.  Lords 
say it’s “wholly inadequate”.

�UK Statistics Authority says it cannot be used at local 
level because sample sizes are tiny – 42 for Coventry -
margin of error is huge 

�IPPR 2016 research found most go home



International Students 2

�The home office says 90,000 non EU 
international students overstay each year 

�Scaling this to Coventry, it adds 3750 
overstaying int’l students to the population, each 
year. 

�In fact, Higher Education Statistics Authority 
data shows 95% leave the region within 6 
months. 

�Over 20 years, this adds 75,000 ghost 
students to the population. 



Validation

�Professor David Coleman, Emeritus Professor 
of Demography at Oxford University checked 
this work. 

�He said he was “highly impressed”  
�“Your local analysis is as good as it can be, I 
think. I'd be happy to recommend your study.”



How good are ONS student 
migration figures? 

“Many of the available measures [of migration] are wholly 
inadequate. ….. the International Passenger Survey 
…..cannot bear the burden placed upon it and cannot be 
relied upon to provide accurate estimates of net migration.” 
Student migration is a “significant challenge”

‘Brexit and the Labour Market’, House of Lords Economic Affairs Committee 21 July 2017.

“The [ONS] former-student emigration estimate…. creates 
doubts about the patterns of student migration and 
generates a narrative that is potentially misleading”  

‘The Quality Of The Long-Term Student Migration Statistics’, 27 July 2017, Office of Statistics 
Regulation



Validation 2 – the market

�If population was growing by 100,000 over 20 
years, it would mean 5000 extra people 
annually. 

�They would need 2100 extra homes each year
�Since the start of the plan, in 2011, Coventry 
has built 930 new homes per year.

�If there was such a huge shortfall in the market, 
prices and rents would be rocketing. 

�In fact, Coventry is one of the cheapest places 
in the country to buy a house.



Housing in Coventry is among the most 
affordable in the country



Jobs Growth

�Coventry has had only middling jobs growth.
�Other towns have had far better employment 
growth.

Jobs growth, 2011-16 
Coventry = 9.8%
regional average = 7.3%
Solihull = 28.9%  
Warwick =21.8%

Jobs growth is NOT driving a population 
explosion in Coventry



Jobs Growth, West Midlands  



Commuting

� Do people flock here for  cheap houses and 
work elsewhere?

� If that were the explanation, other places with 
cheap housing, - Nuneaton, Walsall, 
Wolverhampton, Sandwell, Dudley - would 
expect similar population increase.

� It’s not happening. Growth is far less in other 
towns with cheap housing. Commuting is not 
the driver of massive population growth in 
Coventry



The real Coventry need?

�930 homes per year has been perfectly 
adequate = 18,600 homes in 20 years

�Same growth as Regional average (14%/yr) 
=18800 in 20 years . Close to what can go on 
brownfield in Coventry. 

�Historic Trends = 10-12,000 for the 20 years

Your best guess? 



Questions?

Merle Gering

I am happy to share the detailed research with 
anyone who asks for it. 


